How to reach the venue:
Scuola Provinciale Superiore di Sanità Claudiana
Via Lorenz Böhler 13
39100 Bolzano

By Public transport:
Bus lines 10A/10B (get off at the stops Bivio Poligono or Bolzano Hospital. The Claudiana is 100 metres away). Tickets can be purchased on board.

By taxi:
24 Hours Taxi Service : Tel. +39 0471 981111

By car:
take the highway Bolzano Sud exit, turn left towards Merano; follow the signs to the Bolzano Hospital

Featured Accommodations:

Hotel Posta - Corso Libertà, 117 39100 Bolzano
Hotel Città - Piazza Walther, 21, 39100 Bolzano
Hotel Figl - Piazza del Grano, 9, 39100 Bolzano
Hotel Hanny - Via San Pietro, 4, 39100 Bolzano